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About This Game

Acorn Assault is a quirky, tail-bobbing turn-based strategy game. Raise an army, overthrow a tyrant King and save the
oppressed squirrels! Do you have what it takes to start a Rodent Revolution?

The squirrels of the forest grew poorer and more starved each day that passed thanks to the tyrant King Lois the Umpteenth. It
is up to you to raise an army to overthrow the king and set the world right again. Embark on an nutty journey filled with a

strange cast of characters through a historically inaccurate retelling of the French Revolution with squirrels.

If you are a fan of turn based strategy games and want something different from the status quo, this game is for you. The
deceptively simple to learn rules of the game lead to a varied set of strategies that you can employ to defeat your enemy and

march on.

Features

Battle through an epic journey against five unique bosses each with their own abilities and environments.

Enjoy quirky, hand-made immersive artwork and animations!

Test your strategies and do battle in 25 epic levels.

Take control of your enemies: play as defeated single-player enemies in online multiplayer mode!
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Bring the fight online and battle people from around the world on PC and Mac.

Story
King Lois the Umpteenth and his queen Marie Antoinutte reigned over the poor and starved squirrels of the forest. The king's

greed knew no bounds and set out to bankrupt his people by taxing their hard earned acorns. With no acorns to any of the
peasant's names they grew angrier and angrier as each day passed.

On one cold dark evening, the King had sent his loyal tax man to collect the acorns from Charles DeMontequirrel who had
refused to pay the unjust nut tax. As the tax man knocked on Charles' wooden door it swung wide open. Charles stood before

the tax collector visibly upset as he was scolded for not following the king's unfair decrees. Charles could no longer simply
refuse to pay up and wanted only to set things right. He snatched the legal document the collector shoved in his face and tore it
to pieces. A call to arms was made and a skirmish set outside of Charles' house as he began his battle with the tax man and set

forth on his rodent revolution upon the king and his men.

Do you have what it takes to start a revolution?
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The game is currently filled with tons BUGs

Devs prefer more DLCs rather than fixing BUGs

Do not buy till the game gets stable. I don't usually write reviews, but this time I felt that I want to write something. I have
searched a lot in order to find intriguing and different games. This game is amazing! It is completely an "out of the box" game
absolutely suitable for all ages and not only for children.
I really love the concept. The graphics are gorgeous! The world of "minims" is unique, big enough and have potential for many
more stories. I loved the characters, they are cute and I liked very much the 3rd chapter. It's my favorite!
The music contributes very well, I liked it! Nice melodies and soundtracks and I noticed a kind of a very discreet humour at
some points!

The main aspect is that the whole game is a beautiful experience!. Interesting puzzle.
+1203 achievements
+nice music
+60 levels
+FullHD
+cheap game
9/10. Controls although simple feel annoying and unresponsive at times, especially when there is no way to pause or slow down
the game and you have two or three fires to put out on the other side of the screen.

Progression is tied to a currency earned completing challenges, and while most of them are easy to obtain or figure out, others
simply seem designed to show you how the game can cheap you out of a simple task and force you to reset the level and spend
more time on it.

Wouldn't even think of getting it if it isn't on sale, too. It freezes and then does not let me complete the play.. Bears Can't Drift!?
Bears, Kart Racing, and amazing graphics. What more can you ask for?! In all seriousness though this game is an absolute blast!
As a first build its an amazing start and Im really excited to see where the development of this game will go! Be sure to pick it
up!
. The best Farcry by Far. its well worth the monry and effort. I wish the game was a bit longer......what the heck i want to replay
it anyways...... I guess for the price, this could be classified as "ok". There's nothing wrong with the game itself, it just feels
generic and unpolished. The story is a nice touch, but I don't really play a shoot 'em up for its story.... This is a really good little
underrated game, little over demanding specs wise but still good.
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I only really explored a couple planets. I did like what I saw, but I cannot recommend this game for the following reasons:

-The radar is pretty bad in caves, you don't get a layout of it at all and you can easily get stuck inside one to death if it's a
particularly large one with levels and twists. I don't know if there's an upgrade for it further in the game, but there are other
issues too.
-The inventory system is really primary. You can't even click and drag stuff. It's pretty slow to move anything in bulk.
-The game doesn't recognize my screen resolution, maybe it's because I have more than one monitor and the others aren't the
same resolution as my main screen, so the best I can do is play full screen at low res, or in a tiny window I can barely see.
-Somehow, the mouse has negative/inverted acceleration. If you move slow, your view goes woosh, if you move fast, it barely
moves at all. I assume this is for controller compatibility? I wouldn't know, I don't use controllers.

As it stands, I had to ask for a refund, sadly. I can't play with these issues. Which is a shame, I'd like to see games like these to
succeed.. hi,

played the demo and start now with the EA Version.

I enjoy already a lot the style of the sim and the possibilities. You're doing a great job.

I hope for lots of development updates and content, content, content, ...

Please tell us a roadmap about your planned updates - and a detailed manual is urgenty needed, I'd say.

Thumbs up, pls dont let your supporters down. Thanks.. This is a top notch game. Everything just works and looks wonderful.
The gameplay is fun and addicting. My son loves it as well. If I had one gripe it would be that it feels unnatural to hold the rifle
type and shotgun weapons with one hand.

I highly recommend.. Excellent Escape Room game. 3 different rooms with some really great puzzles that you can play alone,
like I did, or online if you're lucky enough to find someone or have any friends to share the experience with. Very good
atmosphere, graphics and sound and a nice hint system that you will probably need to use at some moment. It even has a bit of
story which is also a nice touch.

For movement you got teleport, room scale and also free locomotion with snap turning. Snap is a bit clunky since you need to
press the right stick in in order to turn but the devs said they would look into it so hopefully they'll update that soon.

Like most games of this type length will vary a lot depending on your skills and experience, it could go from 30' per room to 1
hour or even more if you get stuck and don't want to use any hints. There are three very different rooms so the game offers great
value and length, it's a high quality escape room game so if you like the genre you can't go wrong with it.

Developers are also open to suggestions and very quick when it comes to fixing any problems or doubts you might have which is
always a big plus.

I had a great time with this, very recommended.
. I bought this game just so I can take a dump on Rebellion Studio.

A few years ago, Rebellion initiated a lawsuit against Stardock/Ironclad over their game "Sins of a Solar Empire: Rebellion",
claiming that anyone who saw the title would associate that game with Rebellion Studio and not Stardock/Ironclad. Now every
time I see Rebellion Studio I associate it with trite and meaningless lawsuits.

Way to shoot yourselves in the foot there, Rebellion. Enjoy your first and last purchase from me, don't spend it all on one
lawyer.. Reasons For Recommended:
1. Very well designed
2. Like Legend of Zelda, puzzles are well-made
3. Bosses are interesting and well thought-out
4. Easy to obtain achievements, most are obtained by merely playing the game
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Not as Good:
1. Story was vague and almost boring
2. Only 3-4 hours gameplay
3. Not a variety of weapons

Comments:
I like the gameplay but it is not a very long game. I think that the creator of the game could have added more a variety of
weapons to make the game more interesting and allowing more difficult puzzles. The story was a bit vague and could have used
more characters.

Main Plot:
A ghost haunts a lighthouse. The ghost causes storms to ravage the island, thus ships can no longer travel to and fro. The hero, a
young adventurer, crashes their ship during one of the storms and agrees to get rid of the lighthouse ghost. In order to do this,
she must collect the four seals to open the door to the lighthouse.
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